A digraph D is homogeneously embedded in a digraph H if for each vertex x of D and each vertex J' of H. there exists an embedding of D in H as an induced subdigraph with .I at J'. A digraph F of minimum order in which D can be homogeneously embedded is called a frame of D and the order of F is called the framing number of D. Several general results involving frames and framing numbers of digraphs arc established. The framing number is determined for a number of classes of digraphs, including a class of digraphs whose underlying graph is a complete bipartite graph, a class of digraphs whose underlying graph is C, + k'l. and the lexicographic product of a transitive tournament and a vertex transitive digraph. A relationship between the diameters of the underlying graphs of a digraph and its frame is determined. We show that every tournament has a frame which is also a tournament. 0 199X Elsevicr Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
In this paper we shall use the terminology of [3] . Specifically, p(D) and q(D) denote the number of vertices (order) and arcs (size), respectively, of a digraph with vertex set V(D) and arc set E(D). A digraph D is synmetric if whenever (u, 23) is an arc of D. then so too is (u, u) . A digraph D is asymmetric if whenever (u, 11) is an arc of D, then (r,~) is not an arc of D. Similarity is an equivalence relation on the vertex set of a digraph D, and the resulting equivalence classes are called the orbits of G.
Chartrand et al. [I] introduced the framing number of a graph. A graph G is homogeneously embedded in a graph H if for every vertex x of G and every vertex y of H, there exists an embedding of G in H as an induced subgraph with x at y.
A graph F of minimum order in which G can be homogeneously embedded is called a frame of G, and the order of F is called the ,framing number jr (G) of G. In [l] it is shown that a frame exists for every graph, although a frame need not be unique.
Results involving frames and framing numbers of graphs have been presented by, among others, Chartrand et al. [ Theorem A. For every digraph D, there exists a positive integer m such that for euch integer n 2 m, there is a digruph H of order n in which D can he homogeneously embedded, while jor each positive integer n <m, no such digraph H of order n exists.
Lower bounds on the framing number
The following result was established in [8]. 
Lemma A. If u digraph D curt be homogeneously embedded in u digruph H, then d-(D) d 6-(H) d d-(H) d II'(H)1 -IV(D)/ + o-(D),

A+(D) d S+(H) d O+(H) 6 II'(H)] -II'(D)1 + o+(D),
< min( S+(F), K(F)).
The above result has the following interpretation. The average indegree (or outdegree) of a frame of a digraph D is at least max(d+(D),d-(D)).
Also, the average indegree (or outdegree) of the digraph D is at most min(G+(F),F(F)). and 6(H) 3 2 Max(@(D), F(D)).
(4)
Proof. Since 6-(H) 3 d-(D), we have
4WpW) 3 c deyH u CE Y(H) ZZ c (idH 1! + odjj U) l,E V(H) = 2 c idH v L'E V(H) 3 2d-(D)pW),
whence d(H) 3 24-(D). Similarly, since 6+(H) 3 A+(D), it can be shown that d(H) 3 2df(H).
This establishes (3). -min(ri-(D),@(D))}.
Since 6(H) 3 d(D), we have
WOP(D)
3 c degDv L' E Y(D) =c (ido u + odD v)
1.t V(D) = 2 c idD u L't V(D) 3 26-(D)p(D),
In fact, the lower bound given in Lemma 1 can be further improved. Suppose that a digraph D can be homogeneously embedded in a digraph H. As an immediate consequence of Lemma A and Theorem 2, we have the following result, .fr(D) 3 
We claim that 6(D) 2 2min(d-(D), d+(D)) and d(D) < 2max(d-(D), d'(D)). Choose a vertex u E V(D) such that degDv = S(D). We have 6(D) = degozl= idl,r + odDu 3 6-(D) + s+(D) > 2min(K(D), S+(D)). Similarly, it can be shown that d(D) d 2 max(E(D), A+(D)). With these inequalities at hand it is easily checked that the lower bound presented in Corollary 5 is an improvement of that in Lemma 1.
The framing number of a class of oriented complete bipartite graphs
In [l] it is shown that the framing number of the complete bipartite graph Km,n is ~Y(K~~,~) = 2 max(m, n). Suppose that K,,, has partite sets V,, V2 where 1 VI 1 = m and 1 VI I= II. Replace each edge uzj of Km,n where u E VI and u t V* with the arc (u, 1;).
The resulting digraph is denoted by K,,,,.. We show that ,fr(K,,,)=3max(rn,n). For the purpose of doing this, we define another digraph KPOIPlrPZ as follows. Consider a complete 3-partite graph KPO. P,, pz having partite sets W,, WI, W2, where / Ct;l = p1 for i = 0, 1,2. For i = 0, 1,2, replace each edge uzj where u E q and L' E Wi+l with the arc (u, u), where addition is taken modulo 3. We denote the resulting digraph by KPO,P,,Pz. First, we establish the framing number of the digraph Kl.,.
Proposition 1. For any positice integer n,
.fr(K~,~> = 3n.
Proof. Since KI,,, can be homogeneously embedded in the vertex transitive digraph K n,n,n, it follows that fr(K~,.) d 3n. However, since A+(K,,,?) =n, by Corollary 6 it follows that fr(K,,.) 2 3n. Consequently, fr(K~,,,) = 3n. 0
The following result (see [S]) will be useful in establishing the framing number of K,,,,.
Proposition A. Let D he a digraph and let F be a jkame ,for D. Let D' and F' be the digraphs obtained by reversing the directions of the arcs in D and F, respectively. Then fr(D) = fr(D'), and F' is a jLame for D'.
Proposition 2. For positive integers m and n, fr(K,.,) = 3 max{m,n}.
Proof. By Proposition A we may assume, without loss in generality, that m < n. Since K,,,,. can be homogeneously embedded in K,,.,. it follows that J'Y(K,,~,~) < 3n. However, because KI,, + K,,,.. it follows from Proposition 1 that 3n < fr(K,,,). Consequently, fr(K,,,) = 3n as required. 0
The framing number of a diwheel
A directed cycle of order n in which every vertex has indegree and outdegree equal to 1, will be denoted by C,. If C', is given by v~,(v~,v~),v~,(u~,v~),v~,. ..,vn,(vn,ui), vi, then we will simply write vi, ~'2, us,. . . , o,, 01. By a diwheel we mean the digraph W n+l obtained from C,, and K1 by joining each vertex of C, to the vertex of K1. By a rim vertex of W,,, we mean a vertex distinct from the centre of W,,+I . In [6] the = 317 by verifying that there exists no digraph of order 311 -I in which W,,_l can he homogeneously embedded. Suppose, to the contrary, that such digraphs do exist. From among all such digraphs, choose a digraph H of minimum size. .~ Before proceeding further, we introduce some notation. For each vertex s of H. let IV, denote an induced subdigraph of H that is isomorphic to W,,_, and that contains .Y as the central vertex. The set of rim vertices of IV, is denoted by R( IV, ). WC will require a number of preliminary results. Before proceeding to the next claim, we introduce the following notation. [L.H.S of (6)] 3 i7t,, + (n + l)(f,,+l + + 1.1 I ti ) 1 = nt,, + (n + 1)(3n ~ 1 ~ t,,)
Claim I. <l(H) d 211 + 1 und fz G A (H ) < 11 + I
Proof. By Lemma A, d(H) < IV(H)
= -t, +(n + 1)(3r7 -1).
Since Sr(jl) < 4 ~17. Combining the above inequalities we have s,,~+ , + t,, >3n -1. Since f,, < 3n
1. it follows that s,,, 1 # 0. that is, there is a vertex with outdegree n + 1. Thus A ' (H ) = II + I for n 3 5.
Now. suppose that n ==4. By Claim 1, we know that 4 < A l-(N) < 5. Suppose that A-(H)=4.
By Claim 2, d-(H)-4, so 4p(H) < C,Ec~c,,,ic/7~= CI,?,,,,,ot17. d 4p(H). Since all these inequalities must be equalities, we conclude that id 7' = ocl I' = 4 for all vertices 1' of H. Thus, H is a 4-regular digraph of order 11. We remark that every vertex of H is not adjacent with exactly two other vertices; and because every vertex 7' of H has indegree 4, we have R( W,.) = ,I~-(~~). Let d be a vertex of H and let Fl be an induced subdigraph of H which is isomorphic to w and that contains d as a rim vertex. Let (I be the vertex other than tl which is common to CPi, and Fr. Since H is 4-regular, e must be adjacent from two v,ertices not in Ct;, U F, and to another vertex not in @$ U F,_ Suppose. then, the vertices of H are labelled as in Fig. 3, where Wd = (a, h,c.d,e ) and IV, 2 Fr = (d,r.,f', i.,j).
Note that &, = (e. L', .f'. 9,17). Next, we consider CK,. Clearly d. h.~ $ R( IK, ). Thus. It;, must consist of the vertices e, exactly one of h,y and .f'. exactly one of j and k and some fourth vertex, say z, not adjacent to e. Since h E R( Pt$). z = i. Since i. e t K( CZ;, ). it follows that .j @ V( W,). Thus Wj ~!2=(f,fl,f2,...,fn).
Since 1 V(fi ) U Y(F2)I = 212, there is a set S of n -1 vertices of H not in fi nor F2.
Since odH x = n + 1, x is adjacent to every vertex in S. Consider W,, where c is the vertex shown in Fig. 4 . Clearly, R( I+$:.) 2 S U (x2, f3). Since /R(K)/ =n, at least one of x2 and f3 belongs to R( WC,).
Claim 5. The vertex f3 is not adjacent to at least one vertex in SnR(P&).
Proof. If f3 E R( @), then, since R( W,) contains at least n -2 (32) vertices of S and f3 is adjacent to only one vertex of R(e.), the result is immediate. Assume, then, that f3 $ R( W,), for otherwise there is nothing left to prove. Then R( U$) = S U (x2). Let If y E S, then R( w,.) consists of b, x, exactly one vertex XT (say) from {x2,-x3, . ,x,~}, and the n -3 vertices in {,fj,. . ,.6,-l}. Since (j;, b) @E(H), it follows that no vertex of {.f3,. . , fn_I} is adjacent to 6. Furthermore, we note that y is adjacent from each of b and f3. Since h E R( K ), it follows that one of y or ,f3 does not belong to R( K,). As an immediate consequence of Corollary 7. we have the following result.
Corollary 8. however, contradicts the minimality property of H. We deduce, thcrefore, that there is no digraph of order 3rz ~ 1 in which H$_r can be homogeneously embedded. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. i -
The framing number of a transitive tournament
In this section we determine the framing number of transitive tournaments.
The following result will be useful (see [3] ).
In fact, we will show that transitive tournaments have unique frames. For the purpose of doing this, we define two digraphs. Let n be a positive integer. Let r,, be the transi- Proof. By Theorem B, we know that T" T,. Thus, we show that fv(T,,[K]) = (2n -l)p(K) and that r,,[K] is uniquely framed by D,[K]. Let D" T, [K] . Since K is vertex transitive, it is k-regular for some integer k 3 0. Let H be a frame for D. Since D can be homogeneously embedded in the digraph D, [K] , it follows that (V(H)1 <(2nl)p(K).
Before proceeding further, we prove three claims. 0 
Proof.
A copy of D is illustrated in Fig. 5 where U$Z K. For i = 1,. . , n, each vertex wi of q is adjacent to every vertex of 4 for all j such that n 3 j>i, so od Wi = k + (n -i)p(K) and id wi = k + (i -l)p(K). Thus, each vertex of U; has outdegree k + (N -l)p(K), and this is clearly the maximum outdegree among the vertices of D. Furthermore, each vertex of W, has indegree k + (n -l)p(K), and this is the However, by Claim 10, k+(n-l)p(K)=odHx= INt(x)l , so that the above inequalities must be equalities. In particular, this implies that U,_r 2 U,'i,' V,, which produces a contradiction since L' E Un-1 n V,_ 1. Thus U, n vz-1 = 0 for 0 <i <n -2.
c! Claim 12. I$:,, = fJ,_l.
Proof. We have = (2~ -1 )p(K) (by Claim 11).
However, (2~ 1 )p(K) = ) V(H)I, so that the above inequalities must be equalities. Consequently, V(H)= (lJ,Y12 ri,)U(U,*~,~, 5). Hence, r/,-t C U~!Y~~, 4. Suppose that there is a vertex x E U,,_t n 4 for some j with n <i<2n -2. Then in H, x is adjacent from k vertices of L$ and from each vertex of (Uyzi U,) U V,_ 1. Hence it follows from Claim 11 that x is adjacent from at least k + rip(K)) vertices, which contradicts the result of Claim 10. Thus, U,,_ 1 n 4 = 8 for IZ 6 j < 2n -2, implying that lJ,,_ 1 C V,_ 1.
Since I&~I=Pz=/U,~_~I, we must have V,_, =U,,_l. 0 By Claims 11 and 12, we observe that u,ny=0 for O<i<n-1 and n<jd2n-2. For notational convenience, we set L$ = Ui for j = n, II + 1,. , ,2n -2. It follows then from the proof of Claim 12 that the digraph H has vertex set V(H) = U,'_",* (/,.
Claim 13. H g&[J+'].
Proof. We know that each vertex of 0; (0 <i<n -1) is adjacent to every vertex Uj for all j such that y2 -1 > j > i, and each vertex of 0; (n -1 < i < 2n -2) is adjacent to every vertex U, for all j such that 2n -2 3 j > i. Since H is (k + (n -1 )p(K))-regular, it suffices for us to show that each vertex of Ui (0 <i <2n -2) is adjacent to every vertex of C> for ,j = i + I, i + 2,. . , i + II -1, where all subscripts are reduced module 2n-1.
Let x E Uz,,-l. Then x is adjacent from each vertex of IJzn,-', r/i, so N+[x] C (U:zz Ui) U CJ2n-2. Since x is adjacent to exactly k vertices of C/2+2, it follows that odH x = /N+(x)1 d (n -1 )p(K) + k. However, by Claim 10, odH x = (n -1 )p(K) + k.
Consequently, x must be adjacent to all of the (n -l)p(K) vertices of UyzY2 0;. Consider now a vertex y in U-2. Then y is adjacent from each vertex of (UI?J' U,) U &-2, so N+[y] c (Ufri:, Ui). Since y is adjacent to k vertices of lJn_2, it follows that odH y = IN+[y]/ <(n-l)p(K)+k. However, by Claim 10, odH u = (n-l)p(K)+k. Consequently, y must be adjacent to all of the (n -l)p(K) vertices of Uzn2, Ui. Continuing in this way (we consider next a vertex in UI~_~, and then a vertex in U,,_3, and so on), we may show that each vertex of Ui (OGid2n -2) is adjacent to every vertex of U, for j = i + 1, i + 2,. . . , i + n -1, where all subscripts are reduced modulo 2n -1. This completes the proof of the claim and of Theorem 4. 0
It was noted in [X] that the framing ratio is certain measure of symmetry. From the score sequence of the transitive tournament T of order II, we deduce that T has exactly II orbits. each consisting of a single vertex. In view of this, one would think of the transitive tournament as highly unsymmetric and hence expect them to have high framing ratios for large II. However, by Theorem 4. we habe f$ T) = 2 ~ I 'II. This is surprising since the digraph K,,,,,,, for example, has just two orbits (irrespective of the values of m and II) and yet has framing ratios arbitrarily close to 3. In [X] it is shown that the digraph K,,,y.r. which has just three orbits. can have framing ratios arbitrarily close to 3 for suitable values of p, q and I'. Again. this is surprising as one would tend to think that K,,,,/,, is a more s?wmetric. digraph than a transitive toumamcnt. Perhaps this can be explained by the transitivity of T which induces a certain symmetry to 7' and so causes the unexpected low framin g ratio. Although a digraph with exactly one orbit. being vertex transitive, is highly symmetric, we must deduce that the symmotrq of a digraph does not depend solely on the number of orbits. Other properties. such as the general orientation also seem to have an etTcct on the symmetry.
The diameter of a frame
The following result was established in [6].
Theorem C states that the diameter of a frame of a connected graph cannot be too large. In this section we present a corresponding result for digraphs; we show that the diameter of the wzdwlyint_l graph of a frame of a digraph G cannot be too large. to N. Denote the resulting digraph by HI. Let .Y E V(G) and 1' E V(H, ). Consider an embedding G, of G in H with .Y at J-. If GI contains I', then replace 1' with II and observe that this new subdigraph of H is still induced since G' contains no \:crticcs of K,, 1. If GI does not contain 11, then G1 is still an induced subdigraph of Hi since Gi cannot contain vertices from both V, and V,. Thus, HI homogeneously embeds G.
Since p(H, ) < p(H), this contradicts the fact that H frames G. 0
Although it is not known whether the bounds in the above theorems can be attained, we do have a partial improvement of the above result. All digraphs referred to in the next result are asymmetric digraphs.
Theorem 6. For every connected digraph G, and for each integer n 2 f r(G), there is a digraph H of the order n in bvhich G can be homogeneously embedded satisfying diam H' ddiam G' ulhere G' and H' are the underlying graphs of G and H, respectively.
Proof. By Theorem A, we know that there exists a digraph of the order n in which G can be homogeneously embedded. Among all such digraphs, let H be one of maximal size. If H is a tournament, then the result is immediate. Assume, then, that H is not a tournament, for otherwise there is nothing left to prove. Let u and v be nonadjacent vertices in H, and consider the digraph HI obtained from H by joining u to z'. By the maximality property of H, the digraph G cannot be homogeneously embedded in HI. Thus, for some vertex x of G and some vertex y of HI, there is no homogeneous embedding of G in HI with x at y. However, since G can be homogeneously embedded in H, there is an homogeneous embedding Gi of G in H with x at y. Let Gi and H' denote the underlying graphs of Gi and H, respectively. If at most one of u and c belongs to Gi, then Gi would be a homogeneous embedding of G in HI with x at y which would produce a contradiction. Hence, U, v E V(G, ). It follows that in H' we have d(tl, V) <dianz G{ = diam G'. Since u and z' are arbitrary nonadjacent vertices in H, we conclude that diam H'ddiam G'. C Corollary 10. Every connected diyraph G has Q frame lvhose underlying graph has diameter at most that of the underlying graph of G.
An immediate consequence of Corollary 10 now follows Corollary 11. Every tournament has a Jkame ,rdzich is also a tournament.
While it is always possible to find a frame F for a connected digraph G such that diam F' ,< diam G' where G' and F' are the underlying graphs of G and F, respectively, diam F' can be an arbitrarily amount less than diam G'. For example, the directed cycle C,+i is a frame for the directed path P, of length n and diam C,?+l = [(n + 1)/2] while diam P,, = n -1.
